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Step by step process for website and exit intent 
polls

In order to increase the conversion rate of your landing pages we first need to learn 

which landing pages are performing the worst.

Poor landing page performance can be defined as high tra�c pages with high 

bounce rates or high exit rates. This means the pages that a lot of your visitors land 

on when entering your website where they also leave instantly or bounce.

You specifically want to find pages with bounce rates that are higher than your 

websites average bounce rate.

Let’s dig into your google analytics and find your problem landing pages.

Step 1: Segment your Google Analytics content reports

Step 1: First click on the profile of the domain name you want export reports from in 

your google analytics account, this is called ‘All Web Site Data’ more often than not.

Step 2: Next click on the ‘Behaviour’ > ‘Site Content’ > ‘All Pages’ tab.

Step 3: Click on the advanced tab and filter out all pages with less than 1000 

pageviews.

Choose an appropriate length of time in the date range to select a big enough 

sample size (dependant on your sites tra�c) then sort the table by bounce rate with 

the highest bounce rates at the top.

Export this report to PDF: This will show you the pages with high tra�c and high 

bounce rate, these are the problem pages on your website.

Step 4: Next click on the ‘Landing Pages’ tab
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Step 5: This time exclude new users less than 1000

Step 6: Select the comparison view, the second tab from the right that is shown as 

selected in the image below.

Step 7: In the first column select ‘New Users’ and in the second column select 

‘Bounce Rate’

Export this report to PDF: This will show you the high tra�c pages with higher than 

average bounce rates for your website (the ones with the longest red lines). These 

pages need the most optimization work.

Step 8: In the second column, change the selection to ‘Goal Conversion Rate’

Export this report to PDF: This will show you the high tra�c pages with lower than 

average conversion rates! Bingo. These are the landing pages where we need to 

improve your conversion rate.

Of course you do not have to optimize pages based on your Google Analytics 

reports, if you have specific landing pages from current campaigns or business 

critical landing pages that require conversion optimization then you can simply 

choose to optimize those pages in this process.

Step 2: Create your poll questions

Now you know which landing pages you are going to optimize based on your 

Google Analytics data or current campaigns, you need to set up website and exit 

intent polls on those pages.

The next step in the process is to decide:

• How many pages to run polls on

• What questions to ask / what question formats to use

• Whether the polls should show based on time on page or intent to exit

• How long to capture data for
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How many pages to run polls on

The number of polls you run does not correlate to the number of pages you intend 

to optimize, you can run polls on pages you don’t intend to change and use the 

data to strengthen your core customer theory and customer personas.

It does however make sense that the page you are optimizing has at least one poll 

running on it.

What questions to ask / what question format to use

As with all customer questioning the greatest learnings come from asking open 

ended questions.

The format of the questions can a�ect this greatly.

Having a question with multiple choice answers assumes you know what the 

options should be.

Having a question with an a text input answer allows for learning outside your 

assumptions, therefore new learning.

Unfortunately in my experience the conversion rate of text input questions is much 

lower than multiple choice as the perceived friction to complete is much higher for 

the user.

The way you write your questions will also impact the learning, again make sure not 

only the question format is open but the questions are open ended.
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Here are your questions frameworks for your polls:

Ecommerce

Location: Product Archive Page

Question: “What is stopping you from choosing an item today?”

Value: Learn what shoppers like or dislike about the shopping experience or

product o�ering.

Location: Cart Page

Question: “What is stopping you from checking out today?”

Value: Learn what reservations shoppers have around completing their purchase, 

for example: They do not know the expected delivery date.

Location: Category Page

Question: “What do you look for in a [name of product or product category e.g. 

swimsuit]?”

Value: Learn what attributes are important to your customers in regards to product 

categories. helps to improve the product category value proposition.

Saas

Location: Signup Page

Question: “What is stopping you from signing up today?”

Value: Learn what reservations visitors have around signing up.

Location: Features Page

Question: “What is important to you in an [your product category e.g. email

marketing] tool?”

Value: Learn what features as benefits are important to your visitors within your 

product category.
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Blog

Location: Archive Page

Question: “What is your biggest [industry category e.g. weight loss] challenge right 

now?”

Value: Learn what your visitors one true goal or their one big pain point is.

Should your polls show based on time on page or intent to exit?

Deciding on whether to show your poll based on time or exit intent often comes 

down to the type of page in question.

Exit intent

If the page is a key or final step in your sales funnel that would naturally see high 

abandonment e.g. a cart page on an ecommerce website or the checkout page for 

an information product.

Then I suggest you use exit intent, that way when the user goes to abandon the 

page you can try to learn why they leave. Helping you learn the barriers to conver-

sion that need addressing in your redesign and testing.

For example:

Bfyne.com is a new ecommerce shop (10 months old) we created at Whole Design 

Studios, they were seeing adandonement on their cart page (as all shops have a 

percentage of) so we decided to investigate why to try to increase conversion in 

this step of their checkout sales funnel.

We asked visitors in an exit intent pop up that showed as they were about to leave 

the cart page and abandon:
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“What is stopping you from checking out today?”

Here are a selection of the most common answers we received in the customers 

exact words:

• I want to be sure I can get this before the 30th with express shipping (sent on the 

20th)

• How long does it take for my shipment to come if I order my shoes tonight

When will I receive the item is I use standard shipping and I live in NYC (sent on 

28th jan)

• Not sure if it will get to me by the time I need it

• Hello I am living in France and want to know if you send other country and if yes 

how 

From these answers we can clearly see a huge problem with the cart page is

communicating to the visitor when they would receive their product.

We are now running a test with a variation of the cart page with an expected

delivery date calculator added.

Our hypothesis is that many of the visitors would have had their reservation around 

purchase removed if they had been able to calculate the expected delivery date.

We will then run a test using a javascript location detection plugin, so we can find a 

visitors location and update a dynamic banner that says:

“We ship to [location of visitor]”

E.g. If you are in France.

“We ship to France.”

With any detailed information around price changes inline alongside the message.
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Time on page

If the page is not a final step in a sales or lead funnel but still receives high tra�c 

and potentially high bounce rates like a homepage or product feature page for 

example then you should show the poll based on time on page.

To determine at which point to show the poll you should look at the pages time data 

in Google Analytics, let’s learn how:

Step 1: Go to your Google analytics account and navigate to the ‘All Pages’ report.

Step 2: Search for the name of the page you are optimizing

Step 3: Look at the ‘Avg. Time on Page’ column for your page

If your average time on page is high then do not show the poll too early, the longer 

a person stays on the page the more aligned they are with the content, the higher 

quality they are as a lead and the more relevant their data will be to help build your 

customer theory.

I suggest to show the poll after 20% of the average time on page, so for row one in 

this instance you would show the poll after around 50 seconds.

However if your traffic is very low then show the poll earlier or you will not capture 

enough data, don’t forget only a small percentage of those that see the poll will 

complete it.
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How long should I capture data for?

The amount of data you collect depends on the format of your question.

If you are collecting multiple choice question data then you want to reach statistical 

significance. 

This is calculated using Pearson’s chi-squared test, this is a chi-square goodness of 

fit test, with the null hypothesis being equal probability for all of the possible 

answers.

If you are collecting text answers then there is no right or wrong amount, normally 

you will start to see repetition after only 20 or so form submissions.

Once you are confident that the visitors answers are repetitive you can stop 

collecting data.

Step 3: Implement your polls with Hotjar

Step 1: Log into your Hotjar.com account and once on your dashboard go to the 

‘Polls’ tab in the left hand sidebar menu.

Step 2: Create a new Poll

Click on ‘New Poll’, the big green button and start to fill out the new poll form.

Tips to remember:

• The poll name is only for you so call it the name of the page or something useful 

so you can recognise it in future

• Remember to choose whether the poll is exit intent or timed based on the page 

type

• Don’t forget to check the average time on page to make sure the poll pops up at 

the perfect time

• Set page target allows you to choose which page the poll is present on
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